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Abstract 
Personality researchers and clinical psychologists have long been interested in within-
person variability in a given personality trait. Two critical methodological challenges that stymie 
current research on within-person variability are separating meaningful within-person variability 
from 1) true differences in trait level and 2) careless responding (or person unreliability). To 
partly avoid these issues, personality researchers commonly only study within-person variability 
in personality states over time using the standard deviation (SD) across repeated measurements of 
the same items (typically across days)—a relatively resource-intensive approach. In this article, 
we detail an approach that allows researchers to measure another type of within-person 
variability. The described approach utilizes IRT on the basis of Böckenholt’s (2012) three-
process model, and extracts a meaningful variability score from Likert-ratings of personality 
descriptions that is distinct from directional (trait) responding. Two studies (N = 577; N = 120-
235) suggest that IRT variability generalizes across traits, has high split-half reliability, is not 
highly correlated with established indices of IRT person unreliability for directional trait 
responding, and correlates with within-person SDs from personality inventories and within-
person SDs in a diary study with repeated measurements across days 20 months later. The 
implications and usefulness of IRT variability from personality descriptions as a conceptually 
clarified, efficient, and feasible assessment of within-person variability in personality ratings are 
discussed.  
Keywords: Variability, flux, adaptability, psychometrics, tree models 
 
Public Significance Statements 
An innovative psychometric method allows researchers to measure the degree to which 
persons show variability in their personality. This new personality variability score can be 
estimated on the basis of common Likert-based personality questionnaires 
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Assessing Meaningful Within-Person Variability in Likert-Scale Rated Personality 
Descriptions: An IRT Tree Approach 
Within-person variability in a given personality has been described as oscillation (Flügel, 
1929; Spearman & Jones, 1950), steadiness of character (Walton, 1936), personality flexibility 
(Paulhus & Martin, 1988), or flux (Moskowitz & Zuroff, 2004), and has been linked to various 
outcomes including adaptability and strength (Fiske & Rice, 1955; Pulakos, Arad, Donovan, & 
Plamondon, 2000), or, conversely, emotional dysregulation (e.g., Allport’s Letters from Jenny, 
1965). There are two different ways to conceptualize within-person variability (Fiske & Rice, 
1955; Lievens et al., 2017). One conceptualization focuses on within-person variability as 
variability in personality states across time. To measure this type of variability, personality 
researchers typically use the within-person SD across repeated measurements (typically across 
days) of the same items that assess a particular personality state (Baird, Le, & Lucas, 2006; Eid & 
Diener, 1999; Fleeson, 2001). A limitation of this variability-across-time approach is that it is 
resource-intensive because participants need to participate in time-consuming studies, e.g., longer 
diary or experience sampling studies. However, an important practical advantage of studying 
variability across time is that it partly avoids a set of methodological issues. 
A second conceptualization of within-person variability is to define it as intra-individual 
variability across the personality descriptions in personality trait measures. Personality trait 
measures commonly ask respondents to rate to what degree a set of statements describing habits, 
feelings, preferences or behaviors in common situations is typical for them (Werner & Pervin, 
1986) using Likert scales. A potential practical advantage of focusing on variability-across-
descriptions is that it does not require a design with repeated measurements across days. 
However, the variability-across-descriptions conceptualization is methodologically challenging 
because variability in responses to different statements can also reflect other characteristics of the 
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measurement process (Eid & Diener, 1999; Fiske & Rice, 1955). Most notably, 1) the true trait 
level and 2) the distribution of the item difficulties across the trait continuum both have the 
potential to affect the most common measure of within-person variability—the within-person SD. 
Furthermore, it is also possible that observed variability in responses actually reflects aberrant or 
careless responding (also described as person misfit or person unreliability in the item-response 
theory literature; Meijer & Sijtsma, 2001; Reise, 1995; Snijders, 2001).  
In this article, we focus on the variability-across-descriptions conceptualization and detail 
how item-response theory (IRT) can be used to extract meaningful variability across personality 
descriptions from Likert-scale personality inventory data. The goals of our article were to (a) 
address some conceptual challenges in the within-person variability literature from an IRT 
perspective, and (b) to complement established research strategies for capturing within-person 
variability across time with a research approach that can be used to capture within-person 
variability across personality descriptions from personality inventories and can therefore readily 
be applied to most personality datasets. The described approach builds on Böckenholt's (2012) 
three-process IRT tree model for Likert-scale data and earlier applications of this model in 
personality research (Zettler, Lang, Hülsheger, & Hilbig, 2016). Recently, researchers have 
suggested that this model can be modified to separate latent IRT scores for directional (trait) 
responding from IRT variability scores (Lang, Tackett, & Zettler, 2017; Lievens, 2017; Lievens 
et al., 2017). The underlying rationale for IRT variability scores is to summarize meaningful 
variability that is distinct from measurement-specific sources of variability (i.e., caused by other 
characteristics of the measurement process). This article is the first study of which we are aware 
that uses this approach to extract meaningful within-person variability from personality trait 
measures, and thus examines the broad feasibility of this approach for personality and clinical 
research. 
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Within-Person Variability in Personality 
Personality researchers have long suggested that personality traits typically show 
variability within persons that goes beyond measurement error. Personality and clinical 
psychologists frequently observed and discussed variability in diary or longitudinal observations 
of single patients. For instance, Gordon Allport’s study of an anonymous woman named Jenny 
showed considerable levels of variability associated with her emotional dysregulation (Allport, 
1965), and, in particular, emphasized the importance of considering substantive variability as an 
independent and incremental construct, above and beyond average trait levels. Early empirical 
studies of individual differences in variability originally started in experimental psychology and 
focused on variability across laboratory settings (Flügel, 1929; Hollingworth, 1925; Kehr, 1916). 
However, this type of work quickly also influenced personality psychologists, who suggested that 
the absence of variability could be interpreted as a person’s steadiness of the character (Walton, 
1936). Building on this idea, Charles Spearman (e.g., Spearman & Jones, 1950) suggested that an 
important variability factor exists that is independent from his g factor of intelligence. He referred 
to this factor as “oscillation”.  
Interest in the study of within-person variability among personality psychologists and 
clinical researchers may also originate from the fact that the notion of variability or consistency is 
tied to the trait concept (Mischel, 1968; Pervin, 1994; Winter, John, Stewart, Klohnen, & 
Duncan, 1998). Gordon Allport (1937) observed that “the existence of a trait always comes from 
a demonstration by some acceptable method of consistency in behavior” (p. 330). In a similar 
vein, Hans Eysenck has emphasized that the notion of correlation is central for the trait concept 
(Eysenck, 1953; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985). In line with this definition, a common method to 
establish traits are correlational studies and factor analyses of personality descriptions with the 
goal to identify individuals’ “typical" behavioral conduct. Personality psychologists have also 
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suggested that the acceptance of a personality trait measures commonly requires “tests of internal 
and cross-situational consistency, as well as temporal stability” (Winter et al., 1998). However, 
Allport (1937) also suggested that perfect consistency should not be expected because “traits are 
often aroused in one situation but not in another; not all stimuli are equivalent in effectiveness” 
(pp. 331-332). A logical next step from Allport’s observations is that individuals may 
systematically differ in the degree to which they show consistency (Fiske & Rice, 1955; Fleeson, 
2001; Fleeson & Jayawickreme, 2015). Research on within-person variability typically interprets 
variability as a distinct characteristic of personality beyond average trait levels.  
From a conceptual perspective, within-person variability can be construed in two different 
ways (Fiske & Rice, 1955; Lievens et al., 2017). First, within-person variability can refer to 
variability across time in a particular personality state. Researchers have suggested that this type 
of intra-individual variability in personality states captures changes (increases or decreases) in 
individuals’ action tendencies or frequency distributions of behavior (Conner, Tennen, Fleeson, 
& Barrett, 2009; Fleeson, 2001; Fleeson & Jayawickreme, 2015). Although typically described as 
variability across time, it is important to be aware that this type of variability may in large part be 
driven by the different types of situations the individual experiences in his or her daily life and 
how he/she expresses (or describes) his/her personality in these situations.  
A second way to conceptualize intra-individual variability is to define it as intra-
individual variability across the personality descriptions in a personality trait measure. 
Personality trait measures commonly describe a range of habits, typical feelings, preferences or 
behaviors in common situations entailed in the same personality trait (Werner & Pervin, 1986). 
This alternative variability-across-descriptions conceptualization of within-person variability 
focuses on the degree to which a trait is being differentially activated, suppressed, or expressed 
across a range of habits, preferences or behaviors that belong to the same class of typical 
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behavior, and is thus more related to the traditional method to demonstrate consistency through 
correlational or factor analyses of personality descriptions. 
Extant Approaches for Studying Within-Person Variability in Personality 
Contemporary research on within-person variability largely focuses on the variability 
across time perspective and uses either diary or experience sampling designs (ESM; Conner et 
al., 2009; Eid & Diener, 1999; Fleeson, 2001). In these studies, respondents fill out the same 
short questionnaire (or parallel versions) across several measurement occasions (typically days or 
several measurements within days). Meaningful within-person variability is then operationalized 
using the SD across several measurement occasions (Conner et al., 2009; Eid & Diener, 1999; 
Fleeson, 2001). Table 1 provides a fictitious example of the assessment of within-person 
variability across days using this approach. Commonly, within-person SDs across time for 
different personality states are substantially correlated (Baird et al., 2006; Eid & Diener, 1999; 
Fleeson, 2001) and correlations are frequently in the high .30 to .60s and are thus as high as 
between facets within broad traits (Costa & McCrae, 1992, 1995; Soto & John, 2009). 
Researchers have therefore suggested that a single variability trait—consistent with Spearman’s 
idea of a general oscillation factor—may exist (Baird et al., 2006) in addition to dimension-
specific variability traits. One major advantage of the diary/ESM approach is that it partly 
addresses some methodological challenges. Specifically, using the same measurement scale with 
multiple items and comparing persons with themselves across days partly eliminates non-
meaningful variability when one assumes that the non-meaningful variability exists in each 
measurement of a person to the same degree. However, a core disadvantage of focusing on 
variability-across-time is that the measurement of this type of within-person variability is 
resource intensive because respondents need to carry around their diaries or ESM devices. 
Respondents also need to be convinced to participate in an assessment procedure for several days 
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such that a representative sample of days or timepoints for the individual person can be gathered. 
To our knowledge, the approach is therefore less frequently used in clinical and other assessment 
practice than other forms of assessment (e.g., single time point questionnaires). There may also 
be many assessment applications in which the use of this type of approach is not feasible like, for 
instance, when a client/patient visits for just a single assessment session. One alternative to the 
ESM/diary approach is to directly ask respondents to retrospectively report variability over time 
(Bem & Allen, 1974; Chaplin & Goldberg, 1985; Fleisher, Woehr, Edwards, & Cullen, 2011; 
Paulhus & Martin, 1988). For instance, researchers have asked participants to report to what 
percentage out of a total of 100 percentage points the item “I am the life of the party” was “very 
inaccurate”, “neither inaccurate nor accurate”, and “very accurate” in the last six months 
(Fleisher et al., 2011).  
In this article, we contribute to the literature on within-person variability by describing 
another approach. We focus on within-person variability across Likert-scale rated personality 
descriptions as another conceptualization of within-person variability instead of within-person 
variability over time. Researchers have long been aware of the possibility to gather information 
on within-person variability from common personality measures. However, we are not aware of 
much research that has focused on this type of within-person variability. A potential explanation 
for this lack of research is that researchers who are interested in within-person variability across 
personality descriptions face several methodological challenges. To address these challenges, we 
use an IRT tree model to capture meaningful within-person variability from Likert-scale rated 
personality descriptions. The core goal of our paper is less the invention of a new statistical 
method—the IRT model we use is a variant of a common type of an IRT tree model that can be 
estimated as a basic generalized linear mixed-effect model. Rather, we seek to show how an 
elegant psychometric model can be used to solve an important methodological challenge in this 
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research field. The aim of our paper is also not to criticize earlier work on within-person 
variability. Instead, we seek to broaden this work by developing new ways to make the construct 
more readily available to researchers.  
Challenges in Studying Within-Person Variability in Personality Descriptions 
Although personality psychologists had long been interested in variability constructs, 
there are many inherent challenges in studying within-person variability (Baird et al., 2006; Eid 
& Diener, 1999; Fiske & Rice, 1955; Meijer & Sijtsma, 2001; Schmitt, Chan, Sacco, McFarland, 
& Jennings, 1999). In addition to substantive interpretations of within-person variability as 
flexibility, adaptability, trait steadiness or emotion regulation, there are also alternative sources 
for variability in a response pattern to a set of personality items. In particular, researchers face 
three challenges when they seek to separate meaningful within-person variability from other 
sources of variability in responses (e.g., measurement-specific variability).  
Meaningful Variability vs. Measurement Error 
The first challenge is to separate meaningful within-person variability from variability 
because of measurement error. One way to describe this problem from a psychometric 
perspective is to imagine a test that follows the 1-parameter IRT or Rasch model and includes 
items that describe a range of behaviors or habits that belong to the same personality trait. The 
problem can better be illustrated using IRT because classical test theory makes unrealistic 
assumptions (constant SE across the trait continuum) on the nature of measurement error 
(Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991). In the context of IRT, both items and persons are 
placed on a continuum. In a 1PL or Rasch model, each item j has a difficulty parameter γj (Greek 
letter gamma) and each person k receives a latent trait score θk (Greek letter theta). Depending on 
how the item difficulty parameters γj are distributed across the continuum, the measurement 
precision of individual test scores also varies. For instance, when a test mostly contains items 
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with item difficulties (γj) at the bottom of the latent trait distribution, persons with latent trait 
scores (θk) close to the item difficulties should show relatively more variability in their observed 
behavior and smaller measurement errors (SEθk) than persons with latent trait scores at the top of 
the distribution. The reason is that a Rasch/1PL test provides more information or measurement 
precision when most item difficulties are close to the latent trait score θk of a person. As another 
example, take the response patterns to a test with all item difficulties at γj = 0 of two persons with 
θ1 = 0 (middle of the distribution) and θ2 = 3 (top of the distribution). The response pattern for 
person 1 with θ1 = 0 would show maximum variability (50% 1 and 50% 0 responses when the 
response is dichotomous, as in a typical Rasch or 1PL model) but also small measurement error. 
In contrast, the response pattern of person 2 with θ2 = 3 would almost exclusively show 1 
responses and only occasionally a 0 response in-between the 1 responses. Person 2 would thus 
show low variability and high measurement error. These examples show that within-person 
variability in a response pattern and the associated measurement error is entangled with both the 
item difficulty parameters of a test (γj) and the latent trait estimates (θk) of the persons.1 
Depending on the item difficulties of a specific test, a person with a particular θk may have high 
or low variability and variability generally varies across the trait continuum because of 
measurement error.  
Meaningful Variability vs. Ceiling Effects 
The second challenge for research on within-person variability is how to deal with 
potential ceiling effects. The commonly used measure of within-person variability is the within-
person standard deviation (SD). A potential problem with the within-person SD is that it is 
functionally dependent on the trait level because SD asymptotes to zero at the highest or lowest 
                                                 
1In more complex IRT models like the 2PL, measurement error is additionally influenced by the item 
discrimination parameters. 
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scores on a personality trait. From an IRT perspective, the (floor or) ceiling problem is an 
extreme case of the measurement error problem we described as the first challenge for within-
person research. IRT suggests that the observed SD should be zero or very close to zero when the 
item difficulties γj are in the middle or the bottom of the distribution and a person has an 
extremely high trait level (or θk in the context of IRT). In this scenario, the observed response 
pattern shows minimal or no variability (and, thus measurement error is high). Likewise, IRT 
would also suggest that the observed SD should be zero or close to zero in the opposite scenario 
(high or average item difficulties and extremely low trait level θk). 
However, the fact that the SD asymptotes to zero at high and low trait levels is not only a 
psychometric problem but also a conceptual problem when researchers seek to extract 
meaningful within-person variability scores from personality descriptions. Persons cannot 
simultaneously be (measured as) high on the trait and (measured as) high on variability; thus, the 
trait direction and variability on the trait are not fully psychometrically distinct. Table 2 illustrates 
this problem using the hypothetical responses of three persons to four personality items with a 5-
point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). As shown in Table 2, Person 1 
and Person 3 both have identical mean scores on the trait (2.5). However, Person 3 shows more 
variability. In contrast, Person 2 has a higher trait score (5). His or her variability is 0 and cannot 
be higher unless his or her trait score would decrease. Mean level and variability are accordingly 
functionally entangled.  
Meaningful Variability vs. Person Misfit  
The third challenge for within-person variability research is the need to distinguish 
between within-person variability and the IRT construct of person fit or person unreliability 
(Magis, Raiche, & Beland, 2012; Meijer & Sijtsma, 2001; Meijer & Tendeiro, 2012; Schmitt et 
al., 1999; Snijders, 2001). Person fit indices are commonly interpreted as indicators of careless 
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responding, low-attention responding, or even cheating. The goal is typically to detect aberrant 
response patterns in datasets. Most person fit-indices are directly based on IRT and are designed 
to detect respondents who deviate from a plausible response pattern. For instance, a respondent 
who answers many difficult items correctly but many easy items incorrectly in an ability test 
would be flagged. Correspondingly, in the context of a personality test, a person with a high 
latent trait score θk who unexpectedly disagrees with some “easy” items (low item difficulty γj) 
would also receive a high person misfit estimate. The most advanced and commonly 
recommended (Magis et al., 2012; Meijer & Tendeiro, 2012) person-fit index is Snijders’s 𝑙௭∗ 
(Snijders, 2001). This person-fit index accounts for the latent trait scores of the persons θj and the 
item difficulties. Because person-fit indices are designed to index aberrations from an IRT model, 
these indices are not directly incorporated in or a part of the IRT model. Researchers have shown 
that an earlier version of Iz* is related to test-taking motivation and conscientiousness and that 
eliminating respondents with high person misfit scores typically improves test validity (Schmitt 
et al., 1999). These findings are generally in line with the common interpretation of person fit 
indices as indices of aberrant responding.  
An IRT Tree Approach to Meaningful Within-Person Variability 
Tree models (or nested models) are a type of choice model that has long been used in 
economics (Greene, 2012), for instance, in Nobel prize winner Daniel McFadden’s work 
(McFadden, 2001). Tree models predict the average choices people make in response to a series 
of decision problems. IRT tree models (Böckenholt, 2012; De Boeck & Partchev, 2012; Jeon & 
De Boeck, 2016) extend tree models by allowing for systematic individual differences in choices 
between persons. The core idea behind tree models is that decisions between several alternatives 
can be split up into several subdecisions that are commonly called pseudoitems for IRT tree 
models. In IRT tree models, the pseudoitems vary both across the items of the test and persons 
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also vary in the degree to which they react to particular pseudoitems. IRT tree models typically 
estimate a separate latent trait for each pseudoitem. One tree model that is of particular interest 
for personality research is the three-process model suggested by Böckenholt (2012). This model 
was developed for Likert-scale data and splits the information from Likert scales into the 
direction of the trait and two components that are functionally independent from the direction of 
the trait and capture how strongly the trait is expressed in behavior. The model achieves this 
through a pseudoitem that differentiates between midpoint responding (or response refusal), a 
pseudoitem that captures direction responding, and finally a pseudoitem that differentiates 
between modest and extreme responding (see Figure 1A). An initial study with personality trait 
data (Zettler et al., 2016) revealed that direction responding is extremely highly correlated with 
the full scale scores, and thus is highly similar to the full scale scores. The two other pseudoitems 
(midpoint responding and extreme responding) are typically only weakly correlated with 
direction responding but are typically moderately to highly correlated with each other 
(correlations are provided in the results section). Lievens et al. (2017) observed similar patterns 
in a situational judgement test using a Likert-type scale. The fact that the three-process model 
functionally splits data from Likert scales into a directional or trait component (individual 
differences in the direction pseudoitem) and two components that capture response variability 
(midpoint responding and extreme responding) makes the approach interesting for studying 
meaningful within-person variability (Lang et al., 2017; Lievens, 2017; Lievens et al., 2017). 
Building on these ideas, we apply a modified version of the Böckenholt model with a uniform 
variability-related latent trait (see Figure 1B) to personality data in this article. We refer to the 
model as the trait variability tree model (TVTM) and we label the variability latent trait in the 
TVTM as IRT variability. IRT variability captures a tendency of respondents to endorse response 
options that are extremes on the scale (high or low) and functionally independent of the direction 
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of the trait itself. This approach has a couple of potential advantages.  
First, IRT variability can clearly be distinguished from person fit in the context of IRT 
models. From an IRT perspective, only variability due to measurement error (Hambleton et al., 
1991) and due to person misfit (Meijer & Tendeiro, 2012) has been described in earlier research. 
The TVTM complements these two types of IRT variability with a meaningful type of variability 
in item responses.  
Second, IRT variability provides a definition of variability at the level of the individual 
item. In contrast, the within-person SD in other research is commonly only defined with respect 
to a set of items or repeated measurements of the same item. The slightly different definition of 
the variability latent trait has direct implication for the maximum score problem commonly 
encountered in within-person variability research. Specifically, a maximum latent trait score is 
possible in combination with a high level of IRT variability. The reason is that the latent trait 
scores are based on pseudoitem II while IRT variability is based on pseudoitems I and III.  
Finally and third, IRT variability is functionally distinct from the item difficulties and 
from the IRT trait score (directional responding) because the IRT model accounts for both 
sources of variability in response patterns. As a result, the approach can be used on items with 
different content (it is not necessary to have repeated measurements of the same items) and can 
directly be applied to content-diverse Likert-scale rated personality descriptions. 
Empirical Studies 
Our overarching goal for this article was to describe and study an IRT approach that 
makes the extraction of meaningful within-person variability from common personality trait 
measures feasible for researchers. We therefore supplement our theoretical description of the trait 
variability tree model (TVTM) and the IRT variability and IRT trait scores from this model by 
studying the empirical characteristics and usefulness of these scores in two datasets. In both 
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datasets, we examine the split-half reliability of IRT variability scores, the degree to which IRT 
variability generalizes across traits, and the degree to which IRT variability is correlated with an 
established index of IRT person misfit for directional trait responding. In the second dataset, we 
additionally explore whether IRT variability across personality descriptions in a common 
personality inventory as one conceptualization of within-person variability is linked to the more 
commonly used alternative conceptualization of within-person variability as variability in 
personality states across time (operationalized as the within-person SDs across repeated 
measurements in a diary design). As we detailed, the underlying conceptualizations of both types 
of within-person variability markedly differ both theoretically and conceptually. In our study, the 
two measurements were also considerably separated in time (20 months) so that our study is a 
strong test of the idea that the assessment of within-person variability across personality 
descriptions using the TVTM IRT model can predict outside criteria.  
Method 
Study 1: Self- and Other Reports 
The first dataset we examined has originally been studied by Zettler et al. (2016). It 
includes a total of 577 self- and observer reports on personality. The observers all were 
psychology students with a mean age of 21 years (SD = 3, range = 18–54) who provided the 
observer reports as part of an undergraduate personality psychology course. The self-reporters 
were age diverse with a mean age of 30 years (SD = 14, range = 16–72) and provided informed 
consent. Fifty-one percent of the target participants and 73% of the observers were female. The 
ethical committee of the psychology faculty of Maastricht University approved the study.   
Both self-ratings and observers ratings of personality were provided using the long 
version of the HEXACO Personality Inventory-Revised (Lee & Ashton, 2006)—a broadband 
personality inventory that captures six major personality dimensions (Honesty-Humility, 
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Emotionality, eXtraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience). 
The underlying HEXACO model is similar to but also differs in some regards from the more 
well-known five-factor model of personality (Lee & Ashton, 2008). The six dimensions are 
captured using a total of 192 items (each dimension is assessed using 32 items) and are rated on a 
Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).  
Study 2: Self-Reports and Diary Study 
The second study included a total of 235 industrial and organizational psychology 
students (77 percent female; average age = 23.2 years) who initially completed a series of 
psychometric measures for course credit and a detailed feedback report (Time 1, T1) and has 
earlier been studied by Lievens et al. (2018). They were contacted again about 20 months later. 
Out of the 235 initial participants, 120 agreed to participate in a diary study in exchange for a gift 
voucher over 30 Euros (Time 2; T2). Data were collected in accordance with the ethical 
guidelines for research involving human subjects by Ghent University, Belgium (G092512N).2 
The self-report personality inventory at T1 included the traits of the five-factor model of 
personality (Extraversion, Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, Neuroticism, and Openness to 
Experience). For each of the five personality traits, the inventory included ten items from the 
International Personality Item Pool (Goldberg, 1999). The items were rated on a scale ranging 
from 1 (very inaccurate) to 7 (very accurate). For the purpose of this study, we collapsed the two 
non-extreme endorsement categories (somewhat and slightly accurate/inaccurate) into one 
category (accurate/inaccurate) to simplify the analysis on the basis of the trait variability tree 
model (TVTM).3 
                                                 
2 The earlier manuscript focused on an situational judgment test while we focus on the personality inventory 
which has not been considered in the earlier work. 
3 Collapsing categories is generally an accepted approach to make IRT analyses more parsimonious (Doran 
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The diary study at T2 lasted ten weekdays and participants filled in a personality 
inventory on their computer or mobile device at the evening of each day. The inventory included 
a total of 22 adjectives measuring Agreeableness, Extraversion, and Conscientiousness, and the 
instructions asked participants to describe themselves during the day (and not in general) using a 
Likert scale, ranging from 1 (completely not characteristic) to 5 (very characteristic). Internal 
consistency reliability estimates for the means across days ranged from .63 to .83. 
Analytical Strategy 
The trait variability tree model (TVTM) can formally be written in several equations (see 
Table 3). Each equation provides the probability γjk that a particular person k provides a particular 
type of response for a particular item j. Tree models split the probability of a response into 
several pseudoitems that capture the decisions in the response tree. The TVTM includes three 
pseudoitems. The first pseudoitem I captures midpoint responding (coded 1 = midpoint not 
endorsed vs. 0 = midpoint endorsed). The second pseudoitem II captures directional or trait 
responding (coded 1 = agree vs. 0 = disagree). Finally, the third pseudoitem II captures extreme 
responses coded 0 = extreme response vs. 1 = no extreme response. The equations describe γij as 
a function of the item difficulties γ(𝐼)𝑗 , γ
(𝐼)
𝑗 , and γ
(𝐼)
𝑗  for the three pseudoitems I, II, and II, 
respectively. The model also includes one or more latent traits for pseudoitem II (trait 
responding). In the equation below, dimension-specific estimates, 𝜃(𝐼𝐼𝐴)
𝑘
, 𝜃(𝐼𝐼𝐵)
𝑘
, … 𝜃(𝐼𝐼𝑋)
𝑘
 are 
for several latent direction traits A, B, … X and it depends on the content of the item which of 
these traits is active. Finally, the model includes a latent trait that captures individual differences 
                                                 
et al., 2007; Stark, Chernyshenko, Drasgow, & Williams, 2006). However, we also re-ran the analyses in this paper 
using a model with four pseudoitems. The analyses were highly similar and the conclusions did not change. We 
therefore report the more simple analyses. 
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in pseudoitem I and III (trait variability), θ(𝑉)
𝑘
. A variant of the model is to specify content-
dimension specific variability traits, 𝜃(𝑉𝐴)
𝑘
, 𝜃(𝑉𝐵)
𝑘
, … 𝜃(𝑉𝑋)
𝑘
. Note that in all equations, Φ refers 
to the cumulative standard normal distribution.  
Although the model specification may appear relatively complex, the model is in fact just 
a combination of three Rasch/1PL models (𝛾 𝑗 + 𝜃 𝑘
) that are nested in each other and each of 
the equations is a product of the item and person parameters from each of these models. A simple 
example for how the model works would be a hypothetical person 197 with a variability latent 
trait 𝜃 (𝑉)
𝑘 = 197
 = 1 and an agreeableness direction trait 𝜃 (𝐼𝐼𝐵)
𝑘 = 197
 = 0 that works on a 
hypothetical agreeableness item 23 with item difficulties 𝛾 (𝐼)𝑗 = 23= 1, 𝛾
(𝐼𝐼)
𝑗 = 23= 0.5, and 𝛾
(𝐼𝐼𝐼)
𝑗 = 23 
= 0.25 for for Pseudoitem I, Pseudoitem II, and Pseudoitem III, respectively. The probability that 
this person would answer with agree would be  
Pr(γj = 23; k = 197 = agree) = Φ ൬𝛾
(𝐼)
𝑗 = 23 + 𝜃
(𝑉)
𝑘 = 197
൰ Φ ൬𝛾 (𝐼𝐼)𝑗 = 23 +
𝜃 (𝐼𝐼𝐵)
𝑘 = 197
൰  Φ ൬𝛾
(𝐼𝐼𝐼)
𝑗 = 23 − 𝜃
(𝑉𝐸)
𝑘 = 197
൰ = Φ(1 + 1) Φ(0.5 + 0)Φ(0.25 − 1)  ≈ 0.153.  
Like in other IRT models, item-level variability in the model can be modeled as fixed 
effects (i.e., persons as random, items as fixed) like in Böckenholt’s (2012) article or alternatively 
as random effects (De Boeck, 2008; De Boeck & Partchev, 2012; Zettler et al., 2016). For the 
purpose of simplicity, we report the models for random item-effects throughout this paper. 
Especially for personality items, the assumption of random effects (items are sampled from a 
larger universe of items) makes particular sense (Zettler et al., 2016). The latent traits in the 
model are commonly allowed to correlate with covariance matrix Σ1.  
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The described model can be estimated in most generalized linear mixed-effect modeling 
(glmm) software packages and also in some structural equation modeling software (e.g., 
Böckenholt, 2012). When tree models are analyzed using glmm software, a long format is used 
that allows the number of item responses to vary across persons. This approach is useful for tree 
models because the number of responses can vary depending on the nature of the response tree. 
For instance, in the TVTM, a person that endorses the mid-category only has one response for the 
item while all other responses yield information on three pseudoitems. In the present study, we 
used the freely available lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) for R (R Core 
Team, 2014) that is frequently used for IRT analyses (De Boeck, 2008; De Boeck & Partchev, 
2012; Doran, Bates, Bliese, & Dowling, 2007). For data preparation, we relied on the irtrees 
package (De Boeck & Partchev, 2012).  
Results 
Model Evaluation and Split-Half Reliabilities 
We started our analyses by fitting the TVTM with an overall variability trait to the self-
report personality inventories in both studies. The model estimates for Study 1 and 2 are provided 
in Table 4 and 5, respectively. As indicated by the variance estimates in Tables 4 and 5, there 
were considerable individual differences between persons in both the direction (or content) latent 
traits as well as the IRT variability trait. IRT variability was also clearly distinct from the content-
traits (low correlations between -.17 and .23). One critical question is the degree to which overall 
IRT variability can reliably be measured and thus generalizes from one set of personality items to 
another set of personality items. To study this question, we split the self-report personality 
inventories in both studies into two halves and re-estimated the TVTM models. The first half was 
the items presented first in the personality inventories. The results are shown in Tables 6 and 7 
and revealed that the split-half reliabilities between IRT variability in the two halves were r*tt = 
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.92 and r*tt = .83 for Study 1 and 2, respectively.  
To further evaluate the fit of the model, we examined two alternative models. The first 
model was the full three-process model with individual differences in each pseudoitem and for 
each content (trait) dimension. In this model, IRT variability splits into latent traits for 
Pseudoitem I and Pseudoitem III for each dimension. The correlation between these traits ranged 
from r = -.37 to r = -.56 (average r = -.45) in Study 1, and from r = -.34 to r = -.87 (average r = -
.64) in Study 2. Furthermore, the two pseudoitems were also highly related at the item level (r = 
.66 in Study 1 and r = .80 in Study 2; also see Tables 4 and 5). The fact that indifference and 
extremity were negatively correlated at both the person and the item level suggests that both 
dimensions capture functionally related types of variability. The correlations at the person level 
are in the range or exceed commonly observed correlations between facet scales in personality 
inventories that are typically between .30 and .60 (Costa & McCrae, 1992, 1995; Soto & John, 
2009).4 The findings thus provide some support for using a single variability dimension which is 
consistent with the existing literature on within-person variability.  
The second alternative model included separate IRT variability dimensions for each 
content dimension. Results revealed that the IRT variability dimensions in the longer 192 item 
personality inventory used in Study 1 were strongly correlated with each other (average r = .61; 
range: r = .49 to r = .78) and clearly distinct from the content dimensions (see Table 4). We also 
estimated the split-half reliability for each of the content-dimension specific IRT variability traits 
and results showed high split-half reliabilities (r*tt = .86 to .89; see Table 7). However, the split-
half reliabilities from the same content dimension were not much higher than crossing a 
                                                 
4Note also that Pseudoitem I and Psseudoitem III only cover a subsection of the distribution so that items 
and persons with certain combinations of extreme latent traits only have a limited number of observations for one or 
both of these pseudoitems. In other IRT models, it is not uncommon to observe no association or even reversed 
associations among subsections of the continuum because of this phenomenon (Wetzel & Carstensen, 2014). 
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particular dimension with any of the other content dimension (r*tt = .67 to .89; average r*tt = .77). 
Results for Study 2 revealed that the separate IRT variability dimensions on the basis of the 10 
items for each scale were again correlated but also showed unsystematic correlations with the 
content dimensions (see Table 6). These findings suggest that it is advisable to use more than 10 
items to get stable estimates for IRT variability. Overall, our results confirm earlier findings in 
the literature suggesting that within-person variability largely generalizes across different content 
dimensions and can be measured with high reliability but requires a somewhat larger number of 
items than content personality traits. 
Relationship with Means and Within-Person SDs Across Ratings of Personality 
Descriptions 
To further study the characteristics of the TVTM, we examined the correlation between 
the latent scores from the TVTM and non-IRT operationalizations of the same constructs. As 
shown in Tables 6 and 7, the raw mean scores for the traits were highly correlated (average r = 
.94 in Study 1 and .89 in Study 2) with the IRT scores for the same traits from the TVTM.  
We were also interested in the degree to which IRT variability in personality ratings of 
personality descriptions is correlated with within-person SD values across items as an intuitive 
measure of within-person variability. In the introduction of this article, we described several 
challenges for studying within-person variability including the issues around the interpretation of 
within-person SDs across items with different content. However, it would nevertheless be 
reassuring when IRT variability would be highly correlated with this intuitive measure of within-
person variability. The results in Tables 6 and 7 indeed suggest a strong relationship (r = .93 in 
Study 1, and r = .54 in Study 2) between IRT variability and the within-person SD values across 
personality items. IRT variability thus is strongly correlated with this intuitive measure of within-
person variability.  
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Relationship with Within-Person SDs in a Diary Study 
Table 7 provides correlations between the latent scores from the TVTM and Ms and SDs 
for the personality ratings from the diary study 20 months later. As indicated by Table 7, the 
correlations between the latent scores for the traits and the average score across the 10 days were 
r = .29, r = .14, and r = .22 for extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness, respectively. 
Although a considerable amount of time passed between the initial personality inventory and the 
diary study, these values are in a similar range as correlations between full personality inventory 
score and daily ratings when different items are used (Moskowitz & Zuroff, 2004) like in the 
present study (personality items and adjectives). 
Our focus in this article was on extracting a meaningful measure of within-person 
variability from ratings of personality descriptions as an alternative perspective on within-person 
variability. The focus in existing research, in contrast, is typically on within-person variability 
across days. Although the two types of within-person variability are not conceptually identical, 
we were nevertheless interested in examining the degree to which these two perspectives on 
within-person variability may be related. As shown in Table 7, the correlation between IRT 
variability and the within-person SD across the daily scores 20 months later was r = .20. This 
correlation was broadly in the same range as the correlations between directional responding and 
the mean scores in the diary part of the study and indicates that the variability-across-time and the 
variability-across-descriptions perspectives on within-person variability overlap but are not 
identical.  
We were also interested in the degree to which IRT variability across personality 
descriptions is capable of predicting the amount of within-person variability in adjective ratings 
of days and within-person variability across both days and adjective ratings in a diary format as 
intuitive measures of daily within-person variability and overall diary variability. As indicated by 
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Table 7, the correlation with the within-person SD across all ratings was r = .38, and the average 
correlation with the within-person SD across ratings for a particular day was mean Mr = .29 
suggesting that IRT variability also predicts these types of within-person variability.  
Other Correlates  
In the next step, we studied the degree to which IRT variability is observable by others 
using the data of Study 1. Results are also provided in Table 6 and suggest that observers can rate 
IRT variability to some degree. The correlation between the TVTM from the self-report and from 
the observer-report personality inventory was r = .38. However, IRT variability is not as 
observable as the directional traits (r = .58 to r = .70). One potential explanation is that judging 
variability may be more difficult for observers because it may require a larger behavior sample. 
Typically, even observers who know a target well only know the person in a limited subset of the 
person’s environments.  
Finally, we examined the degree to which IRT variability scores are distinct from person 
unreliability or person fit indices. The results suggested that IRT variability is not systematically 
correlated with person fit on the directional traits (operationalized by the recommended 𝑙௭∗ index, 
see Snijders, 2001). This finding suggests that IRT variability captures a construct that is distinct 
from person misfit or person unreliability. A person can thus both be high or low in IRT 
variability and high or low in person misfit.  
Discussion 
Variability in a response pattern can stem from several different sources. As early as 
1955, Fiske and Rice asked “Can we partial out from the conventional error variance of 
psychometrics a component of variance over time which is associated with the individual? … Are 
there variability factors analogous to the well-known factors of level scores in mental abilities, 
interests, and personality?” (p. 217). A key methodological question for research on meaningful 
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within-person variability has accordingly long been whether and how meaningful within-person 
variability can be separated from other types of variability.  
In this article, we examined an IRT approach—the trait variability tree model (TVTM)—
that seeks to address some of the conceptual and methodological challenges in the within-person 
literature. The approach allows researchers to clearly separate meaningful within-person 
variability from other sources of variance like measurement error and person misfit. The 
approach is useful because it allows researchers to extract meaningful within-person variability 
from widely available Likert-scale ratings of personality descriptions. Our empirical results 
suggest that IRT variability across ratings of personality descriptions has high split-half 
reliabilities, and is a variability construct that is strongly associated with the within-person SD 
across personality descriptions (an intuitive but potentially confounded measure of within-person 
variability). Our findings also suggest that IRT variability generalizes across content dimensions. 
This idea is in line with earlier results in the literature suggesting a positive manifold (Baird et 
al., 2006) or general oscillation factor (Spearman & Jones, 1950). In interpreting IRT variability, 
it is important to be aware that IRT variability is distinct from the content of the items and thus 
not conceptually related to the concept of higher-order personality traits above the 
FFM/HEXACO dimensions (e.g., Ashton, Lee, Goldberg, & de Vries, 2009). Our results also 
suggest that IRT variability across personality descriptions is associated with within-person 
variability across days. These findings are in line with the idea that the variability across 
personality descriptions and the variability across time perspectives on within-person variability 
overlap but are not identical and thus may complement each other. Furthermore, IRT variability 
also shows moderate correlations across observer reports and is unrelated to IRT person fit or 
unreliability coefficients.  
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Implications 
Some readers may suggest that the described IRT approach introduces more complexity 
into the study of variability concepts in personality research. An IRT approach is likely almost 
always methodologically more complex than simply estimating means and SDs. However, the 
described tree modeling approach and tree models in general are not very complex psychometric 
models when one compares these models to other approaches commonly used in assessment 
research (R code provided in the Appendix). For instance, an ordinary 2PL IRT model that is 
functionally equivalent to a unidimensional confirmatory factor analysis model has a 
considerably higher number of parameters than the TVTM. Furthermore, while it may be true 
that the approach introduces additional complexity at the level of the statistical methods, the 
current approach also has the potential to broaden research on variability concepts in personality. 
Specifically, the approach has two practical implications for personality assessment on 
meaningful within-person variability.  
First, the approach allows researchers and practitioners to more easily gather a measure of 
within-person variability. Researchers and test developers can apply the TVTM to ordinary 
personality data like we did in our Study 1 and Study 2 and routinely extract a meaningful 
variability trait from this type of data (IRT variability). This additional information can then be 
used in personality assessment without the need to collect additional data.  
Second, the approach makes it possible to explicitly incorporate variability in test 
development and test administration because the psychometric definition of IRT variability 
allows researchers to assign item parameters to the variability processes at the level of the items. 
These item parameters can be used for item selection in both test development and adaptive 
testing. Especially, adaptive testing for variability processes was previously not possible because 
of the missing IRT model for the within-person SD.  
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In addition to the described practical implications, the suggested approach also has several 
theoretical implications. Most importantly, the method clarifies the conceptual relationships 
between several previously disjointed constructs and literatures. First, the described 
methodological framework integrates research on within-person variability in personality with 
IRT. Second, our article established a clear theoretical link between extant research on response 
styles like midpoint responding in personality measures using the three-process model 
(Böckenholt & Meiser, 2017; Zettler et al., 2016) and the personality literature on within-person 
variability. While early literature on response styles has typically interpreted response style as a 
sort of unwanted confounder, this perspective has recently started to shift and researchers now 
increasingly interpret response styles as substantive individual difference variables (Wetzel, 
Lüdtke, Zettler, & Böhnke, 2016). The conceptual link to IRT variability contributes to this 
perspective. Third, we suggest a way that allows researchers to separate research on IRT person 
misfit from within-person variability research. Until now, these two literatures existed in parallel 
and it was not conceptually clear to what degree research studying the correlates of careless 
responding or misfit (Schmitt et al., 1999) and research studying within-person SDs were 
studying the same theoretical construct. IRT and the TVTM provide a clear conceptual 
distinction between person misfit as a person-specific unreliability construct and IRT variability 
as a substantive variability construct. This distinction between variability constructs is somewhat 
analog to the distinction between dependability and stability for test-retest constructs (Watson, 
2004). Dependability implies the absence of unwanted test-retest fluctuations because of 
measurement error (low dependability) and (in)stability captures test-retest fluctuations because 
of substantive construct change. 
Limitations and Future Directions 
Our article has several noteworthy limitations. One limitation is that the scope of the 
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presented empirical analyses is largely limited to the basic characteristics of the TVTM. Future 
research could especially explore the usefulness of IRT variability and possibly also specific IRT 
variability dimensions for predicting important outcome criteria in applied settings. For instance, 
variability concepts and dynamic change have a prominent role in the definition and description 
of several clinical disorders (e.g., personality pathology symptoms, see Wright & Simms, 2016). 
We believe that IRT variability in personality could be useful in predicting criteria of this type. 
Furthermore, future research could also further explore IRT variability in ratings of personality 
descriptions and within-person variability across time by combining the two different types of 
within-person variability in joint designs and analyses. As a starting point and on the basis of the 
suggestion of a reviewer, we applied an extended multilevel version of the TVTM with 
measurement occasions nested in person to the diary data in Study 2. Our goal was to study 
whether IRT variability in the daily personality adjective ratings was as stable across days as the 
content traits. This research question is of interest because constructs should be dependable in the 
sense that change over very short periods should not be unreasonably high (Watson, 2004). The 
multilevel TVTM model adds an additional random effect ξ capturing daily observations for a 
particular person for each construct in addition to the existing θ effects for the person. Results 
estimated with intraclass correlations (variance between persons / [variance between persons + 
variance within persons]) revealed that 71, 35, 95, and 52 percent of the variance in IRT 
variability, extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness, respectively, was stable across 
days. The IRT variability trait estimated from the diary study also showed stability in the sense 
that it was substantially correlated with the IRT variability trait estimated from the personality 
descriptions 20 month earlier (r = .40).  
A second limitation of this article is that the described approach is limited to Likert-type 
response data. Future research could study the measurement of IRT variability concepts with 
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other types of rating scales. IRT tree models are relatively flexible and it should thus be possible 
to adapt existing models for other types of rating scales to measure variability traits (Böckenholt, 
2012; Böckenholt & Meiser, 2017; Lievens et al., 2017). Another potential goal for future 
research could be to explore ways to incorporate variability concepts into other types of response 
formats used in personality psychology like, for instance, forced-choice measures. 
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Appendix: R Code For Fitting the Trait Variability Tree Model 
The tree variability tree model (TVTM) builds on Böckenholt's (2012) three-process IRT 
tree model for Likert-scale data which in turn is based on earlier work in economics (e.g., see 
Greene, 2012; McFadden, 2001). 
 
# The data.frame with the items for each dimension 
# after each other and recoded  
# the assumption is that all dimensions have the same number 
# of items 
 
mydataset<-bigfive 
dimensions<-c("A","C","E","N","O") 
 
library(irtrees) 
library(lme4) 
 
# the model specification  
mapping <- cbind(c(1,1,0,1,1),  
  c(0,0,NA,1,1), 
  c(0,1,NA,1,0)) 
 
#prepare the data 
edat<-dendrify(as.matrix(mydataset),mapping) 
 
#further define dimensions and pseudoitems  
edat$node1<-ifelse(edat$node=="node1",1,0) 
edat$node2<-ifelse(edat$node=="node2",1,0) 
edat$node3<-ifelse(edat$node=="node3",1,0) 
edat$itemn<-as.numeric(sub("i","",as.character(edat$item))) 
edat$dim<-cut(edat$itemn,breaks=length(dimensions),dimensions) 
 
model1 <- glmer(value ~ 0+ node + (0+node | item) +   
 (0+node2:dim+I(node1+node3*(-1))| person), 
 family = binomial("probit"), data = edat, 
 control=glmerControl(optimizer="nloptwrap",calc.deriv=F)) 
summary(model1) 
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Table 1 
Responses by a Person to Four Items at Four Different Points in Time 
Item Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4 SD across time 
Approached unfamiliar people 5 4 5 5 
 
Look the lead on something in a 
group context 
1 1 2 1 
 
Acted socially 5 4 5 5 
 
Glanced at something horrific 1 2 1 1 
 
Scale 12 11 13 12 .82 
 
Table 2 
Responses by Three Persons to Four Extraversion Items 
Item Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 
1. I like to go to parties 2 5 1 
2. I like horror movies 3 5 3 
3. I am a social person 2 5 2 
4. In meetings, I usually take the lead 3 5 4 
M 2.5 5 2.5 
SD 0.6 0 1.3 
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Table 3 
Category Probabilities for the Trait Variability Tree Model  
Response option Pseudoitem I Pseudoitem II Pseudoitem III 
Coding    
   strongly disagree 1 0 0 
   disagree 1 0 1 
   neutral 0 – – 
   agree 1 1 1 
   strongly agree 1 1 0 
Probabilities    
   Pr(yjk = strongly disagree) = Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼)𝑗 + 𝜃
(𝑉)
𝑘
൰ ൤1 − Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼𝐼)𝑗 + 𝜃
(𝐼𝐼𝐴, 𝐼𝐼𝐵, … 𝐼𝐼𝑋)
𝑘
൰൨ [1 − Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼𝐼𝐼)𝑗 − 𝜃
(𝑉)
𝑘
൰ 
   Pr(yjk = disagree) = Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼)𝑗 + 𝜃
(𝑉)
𝑘
൰ ൤1 − Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼𝐼)𝑗 + 𝜃
(𝐼𝐼𝐴, 𝐼𝐼𝐵, … 𝐼𝐼𝑋)
𝑘
൰൨ Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼𝐼𝐼)𝑗 − 𝜃
(𝑉)
𝑘
൰ 
   Pr(yjk = neutral) =  1 − Φ(γ(𝐼)𝑗 + θ
(𝐼)
𝑘
)   
   Pr(yjk = agree) = Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼)𝑗 + 𝜃
(𝑉)
𝑘
൰ Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼𝐼)𝑗 + 𝜃
(𝐼𝐼𝐴, 𝐼𝐼𝐵, … 𝐼𝐼𝑋)
𝑘
൰ Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼𝐼𝐼)𝑗 − 𝜃
(𝑉)
𝑘
൰ 
   Pr(yjk = strongly agree) = Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼)𝑗 + 𝜃
(𝑉)
𝑘
൰ Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼𝐼)𝑗 + 𝜃
(𝐼𝐼𝐴, 𝐼𝐼𝐵, … 𝐼𝐼𝑋)
𝑘
൰ [1 − Φ ൬𝛾(𝐼𝐼𝐼)𝑗 − 𝜃
(𝑉)
𝑘
൰ 
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Table 4 
Study 1: Model Estimates for the Trait Variability Tree Model 
  Latent correlations 
 Estimate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Model 1             
   Indifference 0.85       
   Direction 0.46       
   Intensity 0.72       
   Item variance        
      1. σpseudoitem I  0.23       
      2. σpseudoitem II  0.71 .26      
      3. σpseudoitem III 0.30 -.66 -.33     
   Person variance        
      1. σIRT variability (VAR) 0.32       
      2. σhonesty-humility (HH) 0.77 -.17      
      3. σemotionality (EM) 0.74 -.10 .26     
      4. σeXtraversion (EX) 0.74 -.07 -.13 -.16    
      5. σagreeableness (A) 0.70 -.02 .38 .07 .16   
      6. σconscientiousness (C) 0.68 -.11 .29 -.03 .18 .13  
      7. σopenness (O) 0.70 .06 .01 .00 .20 .07 .01  
   -2LogLikelihood 289,844       
Model 2         
   Indifference 0.87       
   Direction 0.46       
   Intensity 0.76       
   Item variance        
      1. σpseudoitem I  0.24       
      2. σpseudoitem II  0.71 .28      
      3. σpseudoitem III 0.31 -.66 -.31      
   Person variance        
      1. σIRT variability, HH 0.43       
      2. σIRT variability, EM 0.41 .60      
      3. σIRT variability, EX 0.45 .49 .66     
      4. σIRT variability, A 0.41 .53 .72 .62    
      5. σIRT variability, C 0.40 .50 .65 .60 .78   
      6. σIRT variability, O 0.36 .53 .62 .52 .69 .65  
      7. σHH 0.78 .31 -.17 -.24 -.32 -.21 -.24  
      8. σEM 0.74 -.02 .09 -.11 -.12 -.13 -.20 .26  
      9. σEX 0.76 -.20 -.17 .41 -.15 -.09 -.11 -.14 -.17  
    10. σA 0.70 .19 -.05 .12 -.25 -.13 -.04 .37 -.07 .16 
    11. σC 0.68 .02 -.27 -.09 -.11 .08 -.17 .28 -.03 .17 .13
    12. σO 0.70 -.01 .03 .11 .05 .03 -.12 .01 -.00 .20 .07 .01
   -2LogLikelihood 287,000       
k = 577 respondents; j = 192 items; n = 284,714 observations;  
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Table 5 
Study 2: Model Estimates for the Trait Variability Tree Model 
  Latent correlations 
 Estimate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Model 1           
   Indifference 1.39          
   Direction 1.16          
   Intensity 1.05          
   Item variance           
      1. σpseudoitem I  0.34          
      2. σpseudoitem II  0.88 .60         
      3. σpseudoitem III  0.31 -.80 -.30        
   Person variance           
      1. σIRT variability 0.45          
      2. σextraversion (EX) 1.27 .19         
      3. σagreeableness (A) 0.88 .05 .39        
      4. σconscientiousness (C) 1.14 .23 .05 .27       
      5. σneuroticism (N) 1.49 -.12 .25 .25 -.07      
      6. σopenness (O) 0.96 .06 .16 .06 -.19 .32     
   -2LogLikelihood 23,270          
Model 2           
   Indifference 1.39          
   Direction 1.16          
   Intensity 1.05          
   Item variance           
      1. σpseudoitem I  0.36          
      2. σpseudoitem II  0.88 .62         
      3. σpseudoitem III  0.33 -.79 -.23        
   Person variance           
      1. σIRT variability, EX 0.78          
      2. σIRT variability, A 0.85 .50         
      3. σIRT variability, C 0.78 .38 .50        
      4. σIRT variability, N 0.62 .25 .34 .32       
      5. σIRT variability, O 0.73 .44 .24 .33 .32      
      6. σEX 1.37 .59 .19 .00 .05 -.03     
      7. σA 1.02 .06 .60 .08 .10 -.43 .35    
      8. σC 1.20 .00 .35 .51 -.06 -.12 .06 .27   
      9. σN 1.48 -.04 -.17 -.23 .15 -.08 .24 .21 -.07  
    10. σO 0.98 .20 -.08 -.22 .00 .47 .17 -.05 -.20 .31 
   -2LogLikelihood 23,239          
k = 235 respondents; j = 50 items; n = 32,876 observations. 
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Table 6 
Study 1: Characteristics and Correlates of the Latent Trait Scores  
        Dimension-specific IRT variability 
 IRT variability HH EM EX A C O HH EM EX A C O 
Split-half r*tt (rtt) 
.92  
(.85) 
.87  
(.77) 
.87 
(.78)  
.84 
(.72)  
.84 
(.73)  
.81 
(.68)  
.85  
(.63)  
.87  
(.77) 
.89 
(.81)  
.89 
(.80)  
.89 
(.80)  
.88 
(.78)  
.86 
(.76)  
rlatent trait score, raw mean score    .92 .96 .92 .96 .94 .96       
rlatent trait score, SD across all items .93       .66 .86 .72 .89 .83 .84 
rIRT variability, person fit (Iz*),   -.12 -.15 -.20 -.18 -.25 -.14 -.04 -.11 .03 -.20 -.20 -.20 
Self-observer r .38 .67 .70 .66 .58 .61 .69 .41 .37 .55 .36 .37 .35 
Note. k = 577 respondents. Split-half reliabilities are for latent trait scores from the first and second half of the test. Values were estimated using the standard 
formula for split-half reliabilites that corrects for the split using the correction formula r*tt = (2rtt)/(1+ rtt). The uncorrected correlations between the halves are 
provided in parentheses. All correlations are significant p < .01. Latent trait scores are from Model 1 in Table 4 with the exception of the domain-specific 
variability scores which are from Model 2 in the same table. HH = honest-humility; EM = emotionality; EX = extraversion; A = agreeableness; C = 
conscientiousness, O = openness. 
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Table 7 
Study 2: Characteristics and Correlates of the Latent Trait Scores 
 IRT variability EX A C N O 
Split-half r*tt (r) 
.83  
(.71**) 
.79  
(.65**) 
.77  
(.63**) 
.75  
(.60**) 
.81  
(.68**) 
.74  
(.59**) 
rlatent trait score, raw mean score    .94** .68** .96** .96** .90** 
rlatent trait score, SD across all items .55**      
rperson fit (Iz*), IRT variability  .06 .02 .21** .07 .16 
Daily personality 20 months 
later (120 respondents) 
 
     
   M daily extraversion .15 .29* .12 .11 -.04 -.02 
   M daily agreeableness .10 -.02 .14 .24* .13 -.02 
   M daily conscientiousness .09 .00 .13 .22* .03 -.02 
   SD across scale means .20* -.20* -.14 -.08 -.15 -.10 
   SD across ratings for one  
     day (average correlation) 
.29 .00 .06 .14 -.03 -.09 
   SD across all ratings .38** .00 .08 .18* -.05 -.12 
Note. k = 235 respondents for the personality inventory and k = 120 respondents for the diary study. Split-half 
reliabilities are for latent trait scores from the first and second half of the test. Values were estimated using the 
standard formula for split-half reliabilities that corrects for the split using the correction formula r*tt = (2rtt)/(1+ rtt). 
The uncorrected correlations between the halves are provided in parentheses. EX = extraversion; A = agreeableness; 
C = conscientiousness; N = neuroticism; O = openness.   
† p < .10 * p < .05 ** p < .01 
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A 
 
B 
 
Figure 1. Three-process tree model (A) and trait variability tree model (B) 
 
 
